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From the publisher...
What was your favorite family holiday? Do you like overseas 
adventures or cruising the local roads? We are certainly 
blessed for local adventure options so before you plan your 
next family adventure, whether it’s long haul or a day trip – 
find your way using some ace tips from this issue of haven.

In amongst my family’s busy schedule we aim for a fun 
day trip as often as we can and take turns picking the 
destination (yes, even the five year old gets to choose 
every now and again!). We’ve chased waterfalls, hit the 
surf, watched movie marathons and explored the hinterland 
of late. The kids love being the leader of our little tribe!

haven has loads of giveaways this issue including more 
than 30 family passes to see the new Smurfs movie, family 
passes to see The Boss Baby, Disney on Ice, travel journals 
and swimwear – all under our WIN tab on the haven 
website. (www.havenmagazine.com.au)

Remember, Easter is just around the corner (yes, that 
means school holidays again!) so we’ve started uncovering 
some school holiday ideas, awesome events and travel tips. 
Be sure to stay in the know and join our weekly dose of 
haven online for what’s on and other stories.  

Happy days,

OUR NEXT ISSUE: Party time! 

Keeley

Chasing waterfalls -Lips Fa
lls

Xander Cage Premiere

Hervey Bay

COVER STYLE
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intro offer - 6 sessions for only $60
over 40 sessions each week 

2017 Gold Coast Highway, Miami   |   0421 175 246   |   www.pilatesandco.com.au 

Reviews
Apps
TOP 5 TRAVEL APPS   
WITH THE WORLD BECOMING MORE 
DIGITALLY CONNECTED, TRAVELLING HAS 
NEVER BEEN EASIER. HERE’S OUR LIST OF THE 
TOP 5 TRAVEL APPS THAT WILL HELP TAKE 
THE STRESS OUT OF ANY HOLIDAY, FROM A 
SIMPLE STAYCATION TO DOWNTOWN EUROPE. 

1. GOOGLE TRANSLATE This free app provided by Google 
is fantastic for when you come across words in a foreign 
country and need to translate them back to English quickly, 
eg. “Can I get more pizza, please?”. 

2. AIRBNB The app provides travelers with low-cost 
accommodation and a more authentic travel experience by 
staying with a local or in their home. Airbnb has plans to 
expand beyond accom - becoming an all-in-one travel app 
that lets travelers plan their day, book a car and more.

3. PACKPOINT There’s nothing worse than forgetting to 
pack something important. PackPoint looks at the weather 
forecast for the dates and location of your trip and the 
activities you may participate in. PackPoint will then create 
a list of items you should pack based on these activities, 
along with common travel items. Lists can be edited and 
shared with your travel buddies to make sure nothing gets 
left behind. 

4. TRIPADVISOR TripAdvisor is the perfect app to stop 
you before you make a bad travel decision. You can quickly 
read millions of reviews about bars, restaurants, hotels 
or airlines. The app also allows you to find well-reviewed 
places close by with its Near Me function. 

5. WHATSAPP Communicating while overseas often comes 
with unwanted roaming costs. WhatsApp has more than 
1 billion users globally and is a great way to keep in touch 
with those at home and chat with new friends you meet 
along your travels. The app requires a data connection or 
Wi-Fi to send messages. 

Movies
PEPPA PIG: MY FIRST CINEMA EXPERIENCE: 
PEPPA’S AUSTRALIAN HOLIDAY (CTC)
In cinemas March 16
Take part in one whole hour of fun, featuring all brand 
new episodes as well as exclusive new interactive 
content, where you can dance, sing and play along 
with Peppa, George and their new friend Daisy. On this exclusive four-part 
adventure, see Peppa visit the outback for a barbecue, learn how to surf, 
throw a boomerang and see the Great Barrier Reef in a submarine! This 
unique and exciting first cinema experience is perfect for preschoolers, 
so bring along your little ones for plenty of snorts, giggles and jumping in 
muddy puddles! Family Fun Day on March 12 with fun pre-film activities 
and the film at 11am at BCC and Event Cinemas. All tickets are $10 
(booking fee applies) at www.eventcinemas.com.au

DISNEY’S “BEAUTY AND THE BEAST” (CTC)
In cinemas March 23
Beauty and the Beast is the fantastic journey of Belle, 
a bright, beautiful and independent young woman 
who is taken prisoner by a beast in his castle. Despite 
her fears, she befriends the castle’s enchanted staff 
and learns to look beyond the Beast’s hideous exterior 
and realize the kind heart and soul of the true Prince 
within.
Special advance screening at Chicks at the Flicks 
on March 22 with fabulous pre-film entertainment, 
lucky door prizes and gift bag. Little Princesses won’t miss out either, 
with Little Chicks at the Flicks screening at select locations on March 
26 at 10.30am, with pre-film activities for the little ones and a delicious 
high tea served before the film. Tickets for both 
events are at www.eventcinemas.com.au
 
THE BOSS BABY (CTC)
In cinemas March 23
The Boss Baby is an hilariously universal story about 
how a new baby’s arrival impacts a family. With a 
sly, heart-filled message about the importance of 
family, The Boss Baby is an authentic and broadly 
appealing original comedy for all ages. See an 
advance screening at BCC and Event Cinemas on 
March 19 with pre-film activities from 10am, film 
at 10.30am. Tickets are $11 (online booking fee applies) for Cine Buzz 
Members. Not a member? Sign up for free online and buy tickets at 
www.eventcinemas.com.au

Peppa Pig is created by Neville Astley and Mark Baker.  
Peppa Pig © Astley Baker Davies Ltd/Entertainment One UK Ltd 2003

 All New Episodes  
including Peppa’s First  

Aussie Visit
Sing & Dance  

Along with Peppa!

One Whole Hour of Snorts & Giggles 
 In Cinemas March 16

My First Cinema Experience:
Peppa’s Australian Holiday

Hurry!  
For a limited 

time only 

Buy tickets now at eventcinemas.com.au
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News
DOGGY 
DAY 
OUT 
You’d be barking 
mad to miss 
an event like 
this one! The Marine Village Sanctuary Cove 
will become a pet lovers’ paradise when it 
hosts the brand new ‘Paws & Pizzazz’ event 
on March 26. Dedicated to all things furry, 
Paws & Pizzazz will see The Marine Village 
transformed into a canine carnival of fun, 
entertainment and education. Four-legged 
family members are welcome to join their 
owners at the day-long event covering 
everything from muzzle to tail. There will 
also be plenty of helpful health and wellbeing 
information as well as grooming tips to ensure 
your fur-baby always looks like the top dog. 
Four-legged festival goers are sure to lap up 
the tantalising treat tastings, while fashion-
savvy owners and their pooches will adore the 
doggy dress-ups. Paws & Pizzazz will run from 
9am to 3pm.
www.sanctuarycove.com/paws-pizzazz

BLEACH* 
An annual Gold Coast fave, Bleach* Festival 
2017 kicks off at the end of this month. It’s 
hard to recommend just one event across the 
March 31 to April 16 festival period because, 
as the name does not suggest, Bleach* Festival 
is in fact packed with colourful characters 
and vibrant shows. Having said that, Wired 
at Paradise Point (April 9) and Highly Sprung 
(April 15-16) look ace! Make your diary bright 
by sprinkling a little Bleach* on it.
www.bleachfestival.com.au

RIGHT 
HERE, 
WRITE 
NOW
Wordsmiths, bookworms, lovers of all things 
ABC. The 24th annual Somerset Celebration 
of Literature Festival will feature a host of 
interactive authors’ sessions, book launches, 
free community events and intimate workshops 
from March 15-17. The event goes beyond 
Somerset College, offering something for 
everyone including adults, families and school 
students. It all kicks off with the Prologue Party 
- a fun-filled, free community event on March 
15. Then on March 18, as an added bonus, 
children aged 9-12 can explore the magical 
world of Harry Potter with a free community 
event where award-winning local stage actor 
and children’s entertainer Nadia Sunde (pictured 
above), transforms into a whimsical Harry 
Potter enthusiast called Professor Francesca 
‘Franki’ Falconette. The characters, creatures 
and adventures from J. K. Rowling’s mega series 
will be brought to life in this interactive and 
entertaining show. Children are invited to dress 
as their fave Harry Potter character.
www.somerset.qld.edu.au

for more details  or call 5523 9660
23 Enterprise Ave, Tweed Heads South, 5 Mins south of Gold Coast Airport

Visit  www.epicskate.com.au

SCHOOL HOLIDAYS
All sessions NSW time

Monday  
Learn to Skate 5-6pm 

 Friday Night:  
General Skate 5.00pm-7.00pm 

Disco: 7.30pm-10pm

Saturday: 
Learn to skate: 9.30-10.30am  

(includes morning session)

General skate: 10.30am-8pm

Sunday:  
General skate 11.00am-4.30pm

Mon – Fri 

10.30am – 4.30pm

Fully Catered!

Epic Birthday  

Party Packages!

visit our website for packages available.

Giveaways
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MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS:
	 15%	off	retail	at	the	Sanctuary
	 15%	off	food	&	beverage	at	the	Sanctuary
	 15%	off	photography	at	the	Sanctuary
	 10%	off	kids	parties	at	the	Sanctuary
	 FREE	car	parking	at	National	Trust	properties
Plus	lots	more,	including	discounted	Segway	Tours	 
and	access	to	over	800	properties	worldwide.

Unlimited Entry$65
12 MONTH MEMBERSHIP

Unlimited Entry$65
12 MONTH MEMBERSHIP

CurrumbinSanctuary.com.au

For your chance to win please register online at www.havenmagazine.com.au/WIN and follow the links. Click on the prize you would like to win and complete the online entry 
form. Entries close March 20, 2017. Only winners will be notified. Good luck! Entrants' details may be shared with giveaway sponsor and then kept under haven's lock and key.

Giveaways

Oh no… The boss has arrived! Meet a most 
unusual baby in DreamWorks’ new animated 
comedy The Boss Baby. He wears a suit, speaks 
with the voice of a corporate executive, and 
whilst all his parents see is a wonderful new 
addition to the family, his older brother sees him 
for who he really is… a baby on a special secret 
mission. Adults and children alike will laugh their 
way through the comedy adventure of the year!
THE PRIZE: Five family passes (four tickets 
each) to see The Boss Baby, in cinemas from 
March 23. Valued at $100 (each).
www.dreamworks.com/thebossbaby

Disney On Ice presents 
Frozen will transform 
the stage into the 
wintery world of 
Arendelle. Audiences 
will be enchanted with the much loved Anna, 
Elsa and the lovable snowman Olaf as well 
as experience never before seen characters, 
including Grand Pabbie and the Trolls and the 
Marshmallow. Hosted by Mickey and Minnie, this 
live spectacular is at the Brisbane Entertainment 
Centre from June 29 – July 2, 2017.
THE PRIZE: Two prize packs each including 
four A Reserve tickets to the show and a $50 
merchandise pack. Valued from $218 (each).
www.DisneyOnIce.com.au

win  
1 OF 2 PRIZE 
PACKS WITH 
4 TICKETS TO 

SEE DISNEY ON 
ICE PRESENTS 

FROZEN
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Travelling with Kids is the go-to website where 
you’ll find all sorts of cool stuff related to the 
‘travel’ part of your family adventures. From 
the much loved Australian Made Travel Journal 
- designed for all types of travelling adventures 
and originally created as a story book for their 
children - to Pegless Clotheslines and detachable 
ambidextrous wine glass holders for camping 
chairs!
THE PRIZE: 2 x Travel Journals, 2 x Pegless 
Clotheslines, 1 x Winerest – all packaged up in a 
Travelling with Kids carry bag. Valued at $103.
www.travellingwithkids.com.au

win  
A TRAVELLING 

WITH KIDS 
ADVENTURE 

PACK

win  
1 OF 5  

FAMILY PASSES 
TO THE BOSS 

BABY

upfront
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To celebrate the launch of 
Smurfs: The Lost Village on 
movie screens here in Australia 
this month, haven has a host of 
great Smurf-themed prizes on 
offer including:
FIRST PRIZE: 1 x major prize 
pack which includes a Smurfs 
scooter, family pass (admit 4), 
backpack, t-shirt, luggage tag, 
activity pack
SECOND PRIZE: 5 x runners-up 
prize packs including family pass 
(admit 4) backpack, t-shirt, luggage tag, activity pack
THIRD PRIZE: 30 x family passes (admit 4)

Smurfs © Peyo 2017 Lic. Lafig Belgium. Smurfs: The Lost Village, the 
Movie © 2017 Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc. and LSC Film Corporation 
All Rights Reserved.

Feeling blue no more
WHETHER YOU’RE A GRANDPARENT, PARENT OR KID, THERE’S 
NO DOUBT YOU’D BE FAMILIAR WITH (AND A FAN OF!) THE 
SMURFS. THOSE UBER-HAPPY LITTLE BLUE GUYS ARE BACK ON 
OUR BIG SCREENS THIS MONTH AND TO CELEBRATE, HAVEN 
HAS A PILE OF SMURFTASTIC PRIZES FOR YOU!

The French call them ‘Les Schtroumpfs”, the Dutch know them as “De 
Smurfen” and we Aussies simply call them “Smurfs”. Wherever you are 
in the world and whatever your generation, those little blue humanoid 
characters are well loved by all.
Did you know The Smurfs date back to 1958? They were developed by 
a Belgian comic artist named Peyo. According to Wikipedia, the word 
“Smurf” is the original Dutch translation of the French “Schtroumpf”, which, 
according to Peyo, is a word invented during a meal with a fellow cartoonist 
when he could not remember the word 'salt'. 
Fast forward nearly 60 years (yes, SIXTY years!) and The Smurfs are about 
to hit our big screens again in Smurfs: The Lost Village.
In the movie, a mysterious map sets Smurfette and her best friends Brainy, 
Clumsy and Hefty on an exciting and thrilling race through the Forbidden 
Forest filled with magical creatures to find a mysterious lost village before 
the evil wizard Gargamel does. Embarking on a rollercoaster journey full of 
action and danger, the Smurfs are on a course that leads to the discovery of 
the biggest secret in Smurf history!
The movie stars Demi Lovato as Smurfette, Mandy Patinkin as Papa 
Smurf, Jack McBrayer as Clumsy Smurf, Danny Pudi as Brainy Smurf, 
Joe Manganiello as Hefty Smurf and Rainn Wilson as Gargamel. A newly 
announced voice cast features additional names such as Michelle Rodriguez 
(SmurfStorm), Ellie Kemper (SmurfBlossom), Ariel Winter (SmurfLily) and 
Julia Roberts (SmurfWillow). But the awesomeness doesn’t stop there. 
Check out the special voice cameos from Gordon Ramsay (Baker), Gabriel 
Iglesias (Jokey), Tituss Burgess (Vanity), Jeff Dunham (Farmer), Jake 
Johnson (Grouchy) and director Kelly Asbury (Nosey).
Smurfs: The Lost Village is in cinemas from March 30.

Visit www.SmurfsMovie.net

Win!
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Adventure 
awaits

FIRST WORDS: FRENCH 
FIRST WORDS: SPANISH
Simple, striking and beautifully 
illustrated, these are the perfect 
introduction to new languages 
for the whole family. Each book 
contains 100 travel-relevant 
words, from ‘airport’ to ‘icecream’ 
and ‘tomato’ to ‘umbrella’. There’s 
a simple pronunciation guide 
accompanying a bold, colourful 
illustration to give the word context – and to help make remembering 
the new vocabulary easy and fun. There’s even QR code access to a free 
audio pronunciation guide. 
Lonely Planet Kids, $19.99

ISLAND PEOPLE  
Joshua Jelly-Schapiro
A masterwork of travel literature and of history: 
voyaging from Cuba to Jamaica, Puerto Rico 
to Trinidad, Haiti to Barbados, and islands in 
between, Island People offers a kaleidoscopic 
portrait of each society, its culture and politics, 
connecting this region’s common heritage to its 
fierce grip on the world’s imagination.
Canongate, $32.99 

THE 50 GREATEST WONDERS OF THE WORLD
Aaron Millar
Featuring selections from around the globe, and 
a number of new and never-seen-before entries, 
this compendium of bucket-list experiences is 
designed for wonder-seekers young and old. From 
where to catch the perfect sunrise over the Grand 
Canyon to how to have the Pyramids of Giza all 
to yourself, this is more than just a list of jaw-
dropping sights - it’s a road map for discovering 
the greatest experiences of your life.
Icon, $22.99

TOKYO STYLE GUIDE
Jane Lawson
Fast becoming one of the most popular tourist 
destinations on the planet ahead of the Olympics 
in 2020, Tokyo is an exhilarating and inspiring 
city to visit. Home to 13 million people, the city 
is vast and complex, so having a well-considered 
travel plan is essential. This unique guide to 
Tokyo includes style-savvy suggestions for places 
to eat, sleep and shop.  
Murdoch Books, $39.99 

IF YOU'RE LOOKING 
FOR SOME INSPIRATION 
FOR YOUR NEXT TRAVEL 
ADVENTURE, WHETHER IT’S 
IN AUSTRALIA’S BACKYARD 
OR OVERSEAS, CHECK OUT 
THESE NEW TITLES…

travel

昀爀漀洀 㔀⸀㌀　瀀洀Ⰰ 㜀 渀椀最栀琀猀 愀 眀攀攀欀⸀
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MAKE LIKE A FUTURISTIC ROBOT-MOVIE-
PERSON AND TRY THE GOLD COAST’S 
NEWEST TOUR ON TWO WHEELS.

Justin Beiber rates them. So too does George W 
Bush. There are even police departments across 
the world that have embraced them. And now 
you too can experience the Gold Coast breeze 
through your hair while enjoying the futuristic 
fun of a NineBot. Also known as a ‘Segway’ or 
‘personal transportation robot’, these battery 
powered fun machines are now available for hire 
in the first and only guided Ninebot tours on the 
Gold Coast - courtesy of Kenn Holmes.

Just to rewind a little, Kenn has years of 
experience riding Ninebots in his previous role at 
Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary. He’d take visiting 
celebrities (such a John Travolta!) on Ninebot 
tours around the park so, when it came time 
for a career change, it was a change that was 
always going to centre around a Ninebot – or 
six.

As a participant on Kenn’s Ninebot tour, you 
will not only experience the beachside beauty 
of Coolangatta, Kirra Point, Snapper Rocks, 
Greenmount Beach and Rainbow Bay, you’ll 

also take in a chunk of local history. While we 
thought we knew the area pretty well, Kenn 
identified interesting memorials and other 
points of interest along the way, providing an 
unexpected, but well received, local history 
lesson.

But before you can take in the local sights, you 
need to master the ‘robot’. Kenn puts newbie 
users at complete ease with his affable nature 
and thorough rider briefing before we set off. 
It honestly only took us five minutes of training 
on the grass to feel comfortable enough to 
tackle the public pathways – and concrete! While 
these machines are full of amazing futuristic 
technology (sensors in the base of the Ninebot 
are tracking your body 200 times per second), 
they are amazingly easy to master. It’s all about 
balance. To control the forward motion and 
braking, you simply tilt your body just slightly 
forward or just slightly back. Want to go faster? 
Tilt a little further forward. And steering is a 
simply matter of leaning slightly left or right with 
your handlebars. Easy.

Some have described ‘Ninebotting’ as electric 
surfing and that’s a pretty accurate description. 
It’s also relaxing and honestly joyful. So, if you 

want to take in a totally different perspective 
of the eighth World Surfing Reserve, Kenn’s 
Ninebot tours run from Tuesdays to Saturdays 
with options of 30-minute or hour-long tours. 
Trust me though – you’ll won’t want to get off 
after just 30 minutes. It’s too much fun. Make 
sure you take the hour option!

Visit www.ninebot.com.au

Words: Belinda GlindemannCruise control
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MOST KIDS HAVE THE ATTENTION SPAN AND PATIENCE OF 
A FLY. SO LONG-HAUL TRAVEL CAN BE DISASTROUS IF NOT 
PLANNED CORRECTLY. REMEMBER, THE JOURNEY IS A BIG 
PART OF THE ADVENTURE. 

Don’t let your holiday get off to a bad start simply because you weren’t 
prepped for the flight or the long drive. Here are some boredom-busting 
tips for keeping the kids occupied:

COLOURING IN: This is one that suits everyone - even the big kids. Buy 
a new colouring-in book with loads of detail (obviously depending on 
your kids’ ability but adult colouring-in books can be intricate and fun) 
as well as a new set of pens or pencils for full effect. You could even 
buy a frame beforehand and let them know that the best completed 
colouring-in of the holidays will get framed and hung on the wall – this 
should encourage them to complete the design because who doesn’t 
love a 'lil competition?! (Check out Mrs Red's Colour in sheet on page 
15)

SCREENS: In everyday life, we parents would discourage excess screen 
time but, let’s face it, an iPad filled with movies is going to keep them 
quite and occupied on planes, trains and in automobiles for ages. And 
remember, it's a holiday. Most normal house rules go out the window. 

TRAVEL JOURNAL: For the older kids, buy them a travel journal so 
they can write down holiday memories and have a place to collect 
memorabilia like boarding passes, ticket stubs, international bank notes 
etc. 

BOOKS: A brand new story book (which is more pleasing than a boring 
oldie from the home bookshelf) can be a cheap and easy item to throw 
in the luggage and be pulled out anytime throughout your holiday. 
Don’t tell them you’ve bought them a new book beforehand though – 
the element of surprise will make that read even more special!

CARDS: Again, another one to suit all ages. A deck of cards is compact 
and cheap. Google or YouTube some new games to keep them occupied 
and interested longer.

PUZZLE BOOKS: Think suduko, crossword and/or find-a-word books. 
Choose something that suits your kids’ ability level. Work the puzzles 
with them. Offer small rewards for completed puzzles.

OLD-SCHOOL STRING GAMES: A simple piece of string tied into a 
loop can have them forming cat’s cradles, teacup and saucer, ladders, 
drums and more. Unless you have your own string game repertoire to 
share from your childhood, make sure you’ve got some WiFi and simply 
Google for ideas. That string will keep them practising (and occupied) 
for hours!

travel

Travel 
right

IF YOU’RE GOING ON AN ADVENTURE, 
WHETHER OVERSEAS OR JUST 
OVER THE BORDER, LEVERAGE 
THE OPPORTUNITY AND GET 

YOUR HANDS ON THESE FUN AND 
FUNCTIONAL TRAVEL PRODUCTS.

Pavement luggage tags, $14.95  
www.pavementbrands.com

JL Childress Ultimate Car Seat 
Travel Bag (for checking-in your 

car seat on flights), $69.99  
www.toysrus.com.au

JL Childress Gate Check bags (for 
checking-in your pram, stroller etc on 

flights), various sizes from $19.99 
www.toysrus.com.au

Mimco ‘On Hiatus’ canvas weekender,  
zips up into small circle when not in use,  

$129 www.mimco.com.au

Mimco ‘Splendiosa’  
backpack, $229  

www.mimco.com.au

Samsonite convertible travel pillow for kids (converts 
to traditional U-shaped neck pillow), various designs, 

$34.95 www.samsonite.com.au

Boredom busting 
long-haul travel
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I’ve got to be honest – when it comes to 
bushwalking, I don’t have a clue. I’ve tried 
asking Google where the best hikes in South 
East Queensland are and only found photos of 
adventurers atop cliffs so high they would give 
Q1 a run for its money (which, incidentally, is 
a lot). As someone who considers walking the 
bridge from South Bank to Brisbane’s CBD a 
little too much on a scorching hot day, I was 
hardly about to scale Mount Tamborine in the 
middle of summer. I was looking for hikes – not 
heights – and maybe even a shady rock pool to 
have a dip in when I was ready to give up. Was 
that really too much to ask?

Thankfully, the National Parks Association 
of Queensland (NPAQ) didn’t think so. They 
suggested plenty of walks of different lengths 
and intensities that would suit my skill level – 
the skill level of most children. I chose Warringa 
Pool in breathtaking Springbrook National 
Park, a little over 30 minutes’ drive inland from 
Palm Beach. The pool is the last stop on the 
Purlingbrook Falls circuit on Springbrook Road, 
which is dotted with other walks and lookouts 
along the way. 

Expecting to trek through scrubby bushland 
to a creek just deep enough for us to dip our 
feet into, my 'Hiking Buddy' and I followed the 
path that promised Warringa Pool was just 3km 
away. Only 5 minutes in, our expectations were 
well and truly blown by the view of Purlingbrook 
Falls and the valley beyond. 

Across from the viewing platform was a 
waterfall cascading into a valley of lush palm 
trees, with trees and vines crawling up the cliff 
face that were so reminiscent of the set of 
Jurassic Park I could almost hear pterodactyls 
flying overhead. I said, “I can’t believe this is 
Queensland”, so many times that Hiking Buddy 
nearly pushed me down the hill.

Bushwalking 
for Dummies 

THE ILLUSIVE PROMISE OF THE ‘WEEKEND’ CAN BE THE ONLY 
THING THAT GETS US THROUGH A HECTIC WEEK. BUT COME 
FRIDAY NIGHT – OR SATURDAY MORNING, IF YOUR WEEKEND 
STARTS AFTER ALL THE ORANGES HAVE BEEN HANDED OUT 
AT HALF TIME – IT CAN BE TOUGH TO DECIDE HOW TO SPEND 
YOUR PRECIOUS DOWNTIME. WANT TO TRY SOMETHING 
NEW, CHEAP AND A LITTLE BIT ADVENTUROUS? BUSHWALKING 
COULD BE YOUR NEW FAVOURITE FAMILY ACTIVITY.

Words: Anastasia White

travel
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As we made our way down the track, we passed 
parents piggybacking toddlers, middle-aged 
couples and groups of teenagers. An eight-year-
old boy even stopped and told us that the pool 
was “absolutely beautiful” which was all the 
encouragement we needed on a steamy Sunday.

The path was well kept, so all we had to worry 
about was conserving our snacks (which we 
did not do) and admiring the views (which we 
definitely did do).

More than halfway through the walk we found 
the base of the waterfall, where people were 
swimming and soaking up the sun. We were 
seriously tempted to stop here but with Warringa 
Pool just 1km away, we plodded on. And boy, was 
it worth it. The pool is partly shaded by the same 
leafy palm trees we’d seen from the lookout, 
and was surrounded by around a dozen people 
enjoying the spots of sunlight. 

We set up our towels, cursed each other for 
eating all the snacks and spent the rest of the 
afternoon in and out of the water – which was 
deep enough to dip our feet in some places and 
to jump into in others. 

A few hours later we were back on the M1 and 
homeward bound, tired but proud of ourselves 
for trying something new. I had successfully 
bushwalked, without scaling any cliffs, and 
even come away with a newfound love for it. 
I never thought I’d say it, but I now keep a list 
of potential hiking spots in my phone for future 
adventures. 
Visit www.npaq.org.au

Hiking South-East Queensland
NPAQ’S ‘KIDS IN NATIONAL PARKS’ BOOKLET 
FEATURES TIPS FOR BUSHWALKING WITH 
YOUR FAMILY, AS WELL AS 84 GREAT WALKS IN 
SOUTH-EAST QUEENSLAND. HERE ARE THE TOP 
FAMILY BUSHWALKING TRACKS RECOMMENDED 
BY NPAQ’S MARIKA STRAND. 

Springbrook National Park: Natural Bridge 
Circuit (1km). Visit Natural Bridge by day to 
see a unique waterfall or after dark to discover 
the park’s amazing glow-worms. Take a lunch 
and picnic on the shaded banks of the Nerang 
River at Forest Park picnic area.

Burleigh Head National Park: Rainforest 
Circuit (2.3km). A beautiful circuit through 
the rainforest along the headland. Tumgun 
Lookout is a great place to look for humpback 
whales in winter and spring.

Lamington National Park: Caves Circuit 
(5km). This is a great walk for older 
children. There are caves to explore and 
koalas are often seen on this interesting 
walk.

Hiking Northern New South Wales
HERE ARE THE TOP 3 BUSH WALKS AS 
RECOMMENDED BY LEE MIDDLETON OF 
NATIONAL PARKS NEW SOUTH WALES. 

Border Ranges National Park: Pinnacle 
Circuit (800m). A short, beautiful walk in 
the World Heritage listed Border Ranges 
National Park. The area is very unvisited, 
offering amazing views of the rainforest.

Broke Head Nature Reserve: Three Sisters 
Walking Track (1.6km). Learn about the 
Indigenous heritage of the area and enjoy 
whale watching and picnicking by the 
beach. 

Brunswick Heads Nature Reserve: North 
Head Walking Track (700m). This short 
route is perfect for even the most novice 
walkers and provides a fantastic view of the 
Brunswick River. During the warmer months 
the area is filled with native birds, providing 
an excellent sight for those looking out for 
our feathered friends. 

travel
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WHILE MANY OF US LOVE TRAVEL, IT 
CAN BE A CHALLENGE WHEN YOU’RE 
EXPLORING THE GLOBE WITH YOUNG 
KIDS – ESPECIALLY IN ECONOMY SEATS. 
A GOLD COAST MOTHER HAS COME TO 
THE RESCUE OF TRAVELING PARENTS 
EVERYWHERE WITH HER NEW BUSINESS, 
PLANE PAL. 
Plane Pal is the brainchild of Gold Coast-based 
mum Sam Cardone who has three children and a 
love for travel, but was sick of the discomfort her 
children experienced in economy seats. 

“I just remember sitting on a flight to Fiji, my 
husband and I, with three kids piled on top of us. 
Five people in three seats – it was absolute chaos,” 
Sam recalls. “I was just thinking I can’t do this - I’m 
never doing this again. My love of travel made me 
think about how I could change the game with 
travel and kids.”

Since launching in October, Sam says Plane Pal  
has experienced huge success, selling out within 
the first month. 

“The response from Australian parents has been 
phenomenal. We are receiving emails on a daily basis 
from parents who say they are able to enjoy the 
journey now as well as the destination,” Sam says. 

From vast (and international) success at an online 
level, Plane Pal is excited to announce expansion 
into several bricks-and-mortar retail spaces in 
the coming months. Sam also has several other 
products in development at the moment which 
are all focused on helping parents improve the 
experience of traveling with kids.  

The full Plane Pal kit retails for $79.95 and includes 
a pump and travel bag. For larger families you can 
purchase an additional pillow only for siblings for 
$69.95. It takes three minutes to inflate your Plane 
Pal and only two or three seconds to deflate. 
Visit www.planepal.com.au

Prosperity  
in pillows

Words: Nicholas Grech

 
 
 

One Spa - RACV Royal Pines Resort
Ross Street, Benowa, Gold Coast
T: 07 5597 8446   
E: royalpines_onespa@racv.com.au 

.

A One Spa gift card is the perfect gift for birthdays 
or special occasions, or even the perfect way to spoil 
someone special with some much needed rest, 
relaxation or pampering. 

With a variety of treatments on offer including massage, 
facials and water treatments, One Spa has it all. 

Purchase a One Spa 
Gift Card today.

Phone 5597 8446

Treat someone special 
to a One Spa Gift Card!

*Conditions apply.

travel
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HAVEN CONTRIBUTOR AND ARTIST EXTRAORDINAIRE MRS RED HAS PUT TOGETHER A COLOURING-IN SHEET ESPECIALLY FOR HAVEN READERS. 

Colour me happy
travel



16 – 18 MAR 
BOWLZILLA GOLD COAST 2017 
Coolangatta & Elanora 
www.bowlzilla.net

DAVID WOLFE AUSTRALIAN TOUR 2017 // 
PERMACULTURE EXPERIENCE 
9am – 5pm 
Byron Bay Hinterland 
www.davidwolfeoztour.com

LITTLE PACCAS KIDS’ CLUB 
Pacific Fair Shopping Centre, Hooker Blvd,  
Broadbeach 
www.pacificfair.com.au 

22 – 26 MAR 
WORLD SCIENCE FESTIVAL BRISBANE 
Various locations, Brisbane 
www.worldsciencefestival.com.au

FREE COMMUNITY TALK //  
CARING FOR SELF WHILST CARING FOR OTHERS 
6.30pm – 7.30pm 
Fabic Clinic, Suite 34 Worongary Shopping Centre,  
1 Mudgeeraba Rd, Worongary
www.fabic.com.au

QCLASH 13 // GOLD COAST SUNS VS  
BRISBANE LIONS 6.25pm
Metricon Stadium,  
Nerang-Broadbeach Rd, Carrara
www.goldcoastfc.com.au

PAWS & PIZZAZZ 9am – 3pm
The Marine Village, Sanctuary Cove
www.sanctuarycove.com

KIKKI.K WORKSHOP // PLANNERS
6pm – 8pm
kikki.K, Pacific Fair Shopping Centre,  
Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.pacificfair.com.au

31 MAR – 16 APR 
BLEACH FESTIVAL
Various locations, Gold Coast
www.bleachfestival.com.au

SIGNS OF THE TIME EXHIBITION //  
LITTLE ARTLAB – STICKER SLAM 
10am – 11am & 2pm – 3pm 
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, The Art Lab,  
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise 
www.theartscentregc.com.au

OCEAN FILM FESTIVAL AUSTRALIA 7pm 
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, Arts Theatre,  
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise 
www.theartscentregc.com.au

SIGNS OF THE TIME EXHIBITION //  
ARTLAB – STREET MASTER 
10am – 11am & 1pm – 2pm 
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, The Art Lab,  
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise 
www.theartscentregc.com.au

MAMA TO-BE MEET UP 11.30am 
BSKT Cafe, 4 Lavarack Rd, Mermaid beach 
www.thesleepmama.com

MUSIC FOR MILK //  
MASQUERADE GALA FUNDRAISER 
6pm 
Currumbin RSL, Waterside Event Room,  
165 Duringan St, Currumbin 
www.mothersmilkbank.com.au

ADVANCED SCREENING // PEPPA PIG MY FIRST 
CINEMA EXPERIENCE: PEPPA’S AUSTRALIAN HOLIDAY 
11am 
Various locations, Event Cinemas 
www.eventcinemas.com.au

ADVENTURE TIME LIVE 5.30pm 
QPAC, Concert Hall, Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s,  
South Bank 
www.qpac.com.au

THE WORLD OF MUSICALS 8pm 
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, Arts Theatre,  
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise 
www.theartscentregc.com.au

14 – 25 MAR 
QUIKSILVER PRO & ROXY PRO 
Snapper Rocks, Coolangatta 
www.worldsurfleague.com

15 – 17 MAR 
24TH ANNUAL SOMERSET CELEBRATION OF 
LITERATURE FESTIVAL 
Somerset College, Somerset Dr, Mudgeeraba 
www.somerset.qld.edu.au/celebration-of-literature

NOW – 5 MAR 
MOONLIGHT CINEMA 
New Farm Park, Brisbane Powerhouse,  
Brunswick St, New Farm 
www.moonlight.com.au 

NOW – 25 MAR 
SNUGGLEPOT & CUDDLEPIE 2pm 
Brisbane Arts Theatre, 210 Petrie Tce, Petrie Terrace 
www.artstheatre.com.au

NOW – 9 APR 
EXHIBITION // SIGNS OF THE TIME 
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, Main Gallery,  
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise 
www.theartscentregc.com.au

NOW – 17 APR 
EXHIBITION // SUGAR SPIN – YOU, ME, ART AND 
EVERYTHING 10am – 5pm 
GOMA, Stanley Pl, South Bank 
www.qagoma.qld.gov.au

NOW – 7 MAY 
GOMA KIDS EXHIBITION //  
PIP & POP ‘RAINBOW BRIDGE’ 
10am – 5pm 
GOMA, Foyer, Stanley Pl, South Bank 
www.qagoma.qld.gov.au

3 – 5 MAR 
ESSENTIAL BABY & TODDLER SHOW 
Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre,  
Cnr Merivale & Glenelg St’s, South Bank 
www.babyandtoddlershow.com.au

KING’S CHRISTIAN COLLEGE // PIMPAMA CAMPUS 
OPEN MORNING 
9am – 11am 
King’s Christian College,  
198 Pimpama-Jacobs Well Rd, Pimpama 
www.kingscollege.qld.edu.au 

4 – 5 MAR 
WIZARDING WORLD WEEKEND 
BrisWest Centre,  
132 Latrobe Tce, Paddington 
www.theluminariumfestival.com.au

CLEAN UP AUSTRALIA DAY 
www.cleanupaustraliaday.org.au

5 – 19 MAR 
SEASIDE SOUNDS 
Queen Elizabeth Park, Marine Pde, Coolangatta 
www.havenmagazine.com.au/seaside-sounds
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March
on now

what's
on

David Bostock / Shutterstock, Inc
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School's 
out!

Looking for an incredibly powerful, moving and 

often life-changing school holiday program for 

your kids? Rein Changer at Canungra offers  

day-long ‘Essence of Life’ equine-assisted 

learning sessions to teach kids about self 

awareness, boundaries, relationships and 

dealing with life's challenges. Also be part of 

a real-life horse stud including time with our 

mares and newborn foals. 

@ReinChanger 

p: 0400 739 330

Visit www.ricindaranch.com.au 

EPIC HOLIDAY FUN
Get the kids out of the house and into  

Epic Skate these holidays. Open every day, 
Monday to Friday, 10.30am-4.30pm.  

For after-dark family fun try our 
 Friday night disco, 5-10pm.  

New to skating? We have Learn To Skate on  
Saturdays 9.30-10.30am and Mondays 5-6pm.  

Weekend fun: Sat 10.30am-7pm and 
Sun 11am-4.30pm.  

Epic Skate is where the good times roll. 
Visit www.epicskate.com.au

RAW Art is offering its awesome range of quality fun educational art workshops for all ages this holiday break with 90-minute workshops and full Art Days on offer. Paint, draw, sculpt, print, cut, paste, stamp, create! REGISTER NOW.RAW Art Education       rawartworkshops 41 Skinner Street, West End QLD
p: 0419 776 952 

e: admin@rawart.com.au Visit www.rawart.com.au

THE

WORKSHOP
rawart.com.au

PLACES TO GO AND FUN THINGS TO DO 
TO KEEP THE KIDS BUSY AND HAPPY THESE 

SCHOOL HOLIDAYS!

NSW  
TIME

DRAX 4 KIDS SHOW  

The hottest and creepiest thing in kids' 

parties - celebrate a birthday or just  

come for fun! The entertainment features 

ghost train ride, party treats, LIVE show and  

groovy disco. 

PLUS New Retro Vampt Show!

Visit www.draculas.com.au 

Tarragindi Cubby Care vacation program's success 

is due to the professionalism of the staff. The 

program features activities aimed at getting kids 

back to the basics of fun and play, and includes 

excursions to parks, play centres, ten-pin bowling, 

museums and trampoline centres.

43 Pope Street, Tarragindi QLD 

p: (07) 3848 6938 

e: tarragindi@cubbycare.com.au 

Visit www.cubbycare.com.au

THE HEIGHT OF FAMILY FUN! Head to Tamborine Rainforest Skywalk,  surrounded by 30 acres of magnificent rainforest, pristine creek and rockpools. This eco-adventure allows you to explore the rainforest canopies and habitat in a unique way. You’ll thrill at the stable steel-structured bridge that winds through the canopy, combined with the 40m long Skywalk Cantilever soaring 30m over the creek below. Pram and child friendly, 300m wheelchair accessible. Open every day, except Christmas Day.Visit www.rainforestskywalk.com.au

Frenzy Food Court offers the very best in family dining on the Gold Coast and is open for lunch and dinner seven days a week. Kids eat free on Monday nights and entertainment is provided at Wobbygongs Fun Zone from just $3.50 for members. 
p: 07 5532 1155
Visit www.southportsharks.com.au
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AWARD WINNING TRAINING EXCELLENCE
CIRCUS * AERIAL * ACROBATICS * DANCE   

ALL AGES FITNESS & FUN!

www.aerialangelsacademy.com.au
Burleigh Heads  07 5522 0702 

ASK ABOUT OUR FREE TRIAL

Your prescription for healthy skin solutions
www.skinmatters.net.au 07 5576 4066

STOP THE CLOCK! 

Get your glow back with  
Skin Matters. From anti-ageing 
to sun damage, our treatments  
combine the latest technology 

with expert practitioners to 
deliver real results.

SHINE ON  
WITH A NEW 
FRESH LOOK 

YOU’LL LOVE.

SPECIAL!  
AWAKEN YOUR TIRED 

EYES WITH OUR WRINKLE 
RELAXER EYE TREATMENT 

FOR $350  

BOOK TODAY!  

T&C’s Apply

AS THE WEATHER STARTS TO COOL DOWN NOW IT'S MARCH 
(WELL, WE CAN ONLY HOPE!) IT’S TIME TO START THINKING 
AUTUMN/WINTER WARDROBES. HAVEN CAUGHT UP WITH 
EVER-FASHIONABLE BRISBANE STYLIST LAURA CHURCHILL TO 
FIND OUT WHAT’S HOT FOR THE COOLER WEATHER.
After the recent stinky heat of summer, autumn will be well received by 
all this month. The Style Report fashion stylist Laura Churchill says she is 
really excited for autumn/winter, as the big fashion trends will be vibrant, 
interesting and a lot of fun. In terms of key colours, she says red is a real 
standout. 

“Big trends this season include velvet, dark florals, romantic ruffles 
and print-on-print looks,” Laura says. “Velvet is something you’ll see 
everywhere and it’s not just for night time. Pair a print velvet jacket back 
with black for a striking day look.” 

The new season will also see full, layered, ruffled sleeves as a fun detail on 
dresses and tops. Laura says you should balance the proportion of these 
with something sleek like a straight skirt or slim pant. 

As the season continues, fashion will continue to be big, with really bold 
florals everywhere. Alongside florals, prints will be really strong again as 
well. And why not wear them together? After all, this season is about being 
bold! Laura recommends grounding the print-on-print look with heavy 
accessories or a thick belt to break it up. Of course, you can always wear 
print separates if you don’t want to make too much of a statement.  

“We are really getting down to the details this season with embroidery 
on shirts and dresses for a little seasonal update, as well as pleats, which 
continue to be really strong,” she says. “Anyone who invested in a pleat 
midi skirt last season will get plenty of wear out of it through winter. 

“As always, the key is to find what works for you from the best of the new-
season fashion and not to feel as though you have to adopt all, or any, of 
the bolder trends,” Laura says. “

If you do want to dip your toe into something new without going all out, 
try a velvet accessory, a cluster of brooches to denote a hint of modern 
romanticism, or a hint of print.”

Visit www.thestylereport.com.au

Winter fashion:  
big and bold

Did you know The Style Report’s Laura Churchill 
is available for personal styling? Sessions are 
$100/hr. Phone Laura on 0405 155 002. 

fashion
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for kidsiInvest

www. i I n v e s t S e c u r i t i e s . c om . a u

WANT TO EARN MORE THAN 
2.8% INTEREST ON YOUR CHILD’S 
SAVINGS ACCOUNT?
An                              investment account can help you 
outperform a regular savings account.
A minimal monthly contribution over your child’s schooling 
life can help fund those expensive uni degrees, pay for that 
long earned gap year or provide a deposit for their first 
property. 

Talk to us today 
and ask about our

                              program

for kidsiInvest

P 07 5520 8788

for kidsiInvest

 
  
  

  

  

  

 

fashion

haven magazine, in conjunction with  
Finch Swim, is giving away a $150 voucher 
to one lucky reader for use in the  
www.finchswimwear.com online store.  
This prize will have you and your fave tween 
looking like beach babes in no time! To enter, 
visit www.havenmagazine.com.au, click the 
‘Win’ tab and follow the directions. Easy as!

FROM HUMBLE BUSINESS BEGINNINGS AT THE 
MARKETS THREE DECADES AGO, FINCH SWIM 
IS FLYING HIGH AS ONE OF AUSTRALIA’S BEST-
LOVED BEACH BRANDS FOR MUMS AND THEIR 
TWEENS ALIKE.

Finch 
Swim 
flying 
high

Finch Bikini Girl 
‘Sari Sister’ 
halter bikini, 

$60

Finch Bikini Girl 
‘Madagascar’ surf crop 

bikini, $65

Finch Bikini Girl ‘Indigo 
Vibe’ halter bikini, $60 

Finch Swim 
'Santorini' tank 
one-piece, 
$150

Finch Swim 
‘Mosaic’ cross-
back one-piece, 
$165
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Contact Bronwyn 0414-670-419 or bronlakay@hotmail.com

For Parents:
• Supporting kids learning &  
 development.
• Simple Kinesiology for   
 everyday living.
• Nurturing mothers.
 

For Families:
• Healing for you & your pets.
• Being your empowered self.
• Introduction to massage for  
 the family.

For Kids:
• Healing for kids.
• Meditating & creating.

For Teens:
• Developing & strengthening  
 self-respect

GOLD COAST & BRISBANE

Wellbeing  

Workshops

. . . to inspire &  

empower  

all ages. 

CARING for You, Your Family & the Community

For more details about  
each workshop visit 
www.bookwhen.com/chirobron

Keep your smile 
shining for life   

Words: Nicholas Grech

ON THE EVE OF WORLD ORAL HEALTH 
DAY ON MARCH 20, HAVEN SPOKE TO 
DENTAL HYGIENIST SARAH HOLSLAG 
FROM MAVEN DENTAL GROUP ABOUT 
KEEPING  YOU AND YOUR FAMILY 
SMILING BRIGHTER FOR LONGER.

“Preventive dentistry” might sound technical but 
it is simply the practice of caring for your teeth 
and gums to keep them healthy. We all know that 
daily brushing and regular dental cleanings can 
help to avoid cavities, gum disease, enamel wear 
and more, but did you know that poor oral health 
has been linked to heart disease, strokes, preterm 
pregnancy and a higher risk of diabetes?

Maven Dental Group dental hygienist Sarah 
Holslag says regular visits to the dentist are the 
keys to good oral health. 

“Our philosophy is that visits should start as soon 
as teeth start to develop in childhood,” Sarah says. 

“It gets children familiar with the environment, 
dentists and their instruments. This takes the fear 
out of going to the dentist.” 

Dentistry is moving its focus towards preserving 
tooth structure and preventing future problems. 
This has seen a suite of new products created for 
dentists to minimise tooth decay for their patients. 

“Dental visits and preventive dentistry are not 
about getting your teeth ‘fixed’, but rather 
keeping them for life,” Sarah says. 

TIPS FOR TEACHING YOUR KIDS GOOD 
DENTAL HYGIENE

• Get children attending the dentist early. 

• Make brushing their teeth fun. This can include 
bubbles, music or just pulling faces in the mirror 
with them. 

• Make tooth brushing a positive experience. 
Compliment children for doing a good job or 
for brushing their teeth for the ‘right’ amount 
of time. Sarah recommends brushing for two 
minutes. 

FURTHER RISK PREVENTION  
Sarah says those who participate in sporting 
activities should wear a properly fitted mouth 
guard from their dentist to prevent injuring their 
teeth. Serious dental injuries from sport can be 
difficult to treat so prevention is the best method 
to protect your smile. 

Also, busy lifestyles full of stress can lead to 
gum disease due to the higher production of 
inflammatory cells in the blood stream. Stress 
also lowers your immune system creating an even 
stronger link to gum disease. Beyond this, the 
busier we get the less emphasis people put on 
their oral health. 

Visit www.mavendental.com.au 

WHAT IS A  
DENTAL HYGIENIST? 

A dental hygienist plays a critical role in the 
delivery of oral health services. They work 
as a part of a dental team to help patients 
with the prevention of dental disease and 
promotion of oral health. The role is about 
providing high quality oral health services 
alongside dentists as much as it is about 
educating patients to undertake preventive 
dentistry measures. 

wellbeing
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ONE OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAYS TO 
ENCOURAGE YOUR KIDS TO DEVELOP 
A LOVE OF REAL FOOD IS TO GET THEM 
INVOLVED IN PREPARING MEALS WITH 
YOU. 
Kids love cooking and research has proven 
time and time again that when they have some 
involvement in the creating of the meal, they are 
much more likely to eat it.   

Getting your kids in the kitchen isn’t as time 
consuming or messy as you’re thinking. They 
don’t have to commit to preparing a whole meal 
- rather any age-appropriate involvement will 
give them a sense of achievement and this is 
very empowering. So here are six fun and healthy 
meal ideas to prepare with your kids:

1. FUN STICKS
This is a great way to get kids to eat vegetables 
and use up leftovers. Prepare leftover meat, 

steamed vegetables or softer raw veggies, cubes 
of cheese and get your kids to thread them onto 
a skewer. A dipping sauce can be added to get 
fussy kids over the line. 

2. VEGGIE TRAINS OR PRINCESS 
CARRIAGES
Cut capsicum in half (lengthways) and remove 
the seeds. Cucumber makes great wheels. Fill the 
carriages with dip and veggie sticks.

3. EGG CUPS
Pop a cupcake case into a muffin pan and get 
your kids to choose what veggies or meat 
they’d like in their egg cup. Finely dice the 
fillings they’ve chosen (older kids can do this 
themselves) and get them to add to each case. 
For example, bacon, spinach and mushrooms. 
Beat about one egg for every two cases and pour 
over the filling. Pop in the oven and cook until 
the egg is set.

4. PIZZA
Either make your own bases or use bread or 
wraps for bases. Get your kids to smear some 
tomato paste on the base and again choose from 
prepared toppings (bacon, ham, fresh pineapple, 
capsicum, grated carrot, mushrooms, shredded 
baby spinach or basil leaves) finishing with grated 
cheese. 

5. SALAD
I know many kids are salad resistant and one 
sure way of converting them is to have them help 
make one. Start with getting them to wash and 
spin the salad in a salad spinner - kids absolutely 
love doing this. Allow them to have some say in 
what else goes in the salad and don’t forget to 
remind them that they helped make it. 

6. SMOOTHIES AND ICE BLOCKS
All kids love pushing buttons right? So whip up 
a smoothie and give them supervised control 
of the blender. Allow them to have some input 
into what goes in it and remember any leftover 
smoothie can go into an iceblock mould (or a cup 
with a popsicle stick) to freeze for a healthy treat 
another day. 

Remember to offer loads of praise for any 
contribution in the kitchen and always remind 
them how they helped ‘cook’ the meal or snack 
(even if they only spent a few minutes doing so). 
A love of preparing meals from whole foods is 
such a valuable life skill and it’s never too early 
for kids to contribute in the kitchen.

Visit www.wellnourished.com.au

Kids in the 
kitchen

wellbeing

Words: Georgia Harding

New! 
Pimpama Premium 
Childcare Centre
28a Dixon Drive, Pimpama

Taking enrolments now, call us  
today to secure your child’s place  
1300 1 PETIT  / 1300 173 848

Opening  early 2017

Centres also in Northshore Hamilton, 
Wooloowin and Murwillumbah
petitjourney.com.au

Centre benefits included  
with your daily fee:

Healthy, nutritious meals
Secure electronic sign in  
and sign out system
Access to Storypark – your  
child’s online learning portfolio
Purpose built natural environments 
for exploration and play
Nappies and wipes
Hat and bag on enrolment
Kindergarten Program
Holistic perspective of  
learning and play
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Fruity pops
ONE OF THE MOST SIMPLE AND CREATIVE ICEBLOCKS YOUR 
KIDS CAN MAKE THEMSELVES IS THE FRUITY POP. KIDS OF 
ANY AGE CAN MAKE THESE - YOU CAN CUT THE FRUIT SO 
THEY CAN DESIGN THEIR OWN ICEBLOCK, OR OLDER KIDS 
CAN BOTH CUT THE FRUIT AND MAKE THEM. IF YOU DON’T 
HAVE ICEBLOCK MOULDS, THESE CAN EASILY BE MADE IN 
TALL GLASSES OR RAMEKINS WITH WOODEN POPSICLE 
STICKS. 

WHAT YOU NEED
• Your kids’ favourite fruits, cut into pieces. Fruits that work best are 

berries (blueberries, raspberries, strawberries, mulberries), melon 
(watermelon, paw paw, honeydew, rockmelon), kiwi fruit, passionfruit, 
banana, grapes and pineapple

• Coconut water or kombucha

METHOD
Get your kids to arrange the fruit into the moulds. My kids often like to 
cut shapes into the fruit and they attempt to make patterns and special 
designs. Make sure there is enough fruit in the mould so when it is filled 
with the coconut water or kombucha, it won’t float to the top. 

Once they are happy with their ‘design,’ insert popsicle sticks and fill the 
mould with either coconut water or kombucha. Freeze and enjoy!

Recipe: Georgia Harding
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150 Ashmore Road, Benowa 
www.medsan.com.au

ARE YOU SICK AND 
TIRED OF BEING 
SICK AND TIRED?

• Holistic Medical Doctors • Naturopaths 
• Osteopath • Homeopath • Massage 

• Chiropractor    

5564 5013

PRIVATE HEALTH REBATES APPLY

Look after your 
family, Naturally!

Naturopath Cassi Cowlam
Graduate of the London College of Nutritional
Medicine and Lecturer at Endeavour College.  

LIVE BLOOD ANALYSIS
90 minute complete health assessment
includes:
 Physical examination
 Live blood analysis
 Iridology examination
 Nutritional and dietary options
 tailored for your personal 
 circumstances
 Complete personalised 
 treatment plan  

NATURE CURE

HAVE YOU HEARD OF “NATURE CURE”? IT’S A TERM THAT 
UNDERPINS THE PHILOSOPHY OF NATUROPATHY AND 
ENCOMPASSES USING NATURE TO TREAT WHAT AILS US. THE 
MEDICAL SANCTUARY’S CASSI COWLAM EXPLAINS.
The concept of “nature cure” is simple. It includes drinking plenty of fresh 
water, exercising daily, playing in the sunshine, eating as close to nature as 
possible and getting restorative sleep. It doesn’t sound that hard does it? In 
reality, we lead very stressful lives, eat high amounts of quick and processed 
foods devoid of nutrients, drink commercial and packaged drinks instead of 
water, don’t go out in the sun to play and spend too much time on the screen 
which not only makes us very sedentary, but can also affect our sleep. And 
our children are worse for it.

Children can get hooked on electronic tablets and smartphones and Associate 
fellow of the British Psychological Society and a Fellow of Britain’s Royal Society 
of Medicine, Dr Sigman, states “they can unintentionally cause permanent 
damage to their still-developing brains... The ability to focus, to concentrate, to 
lend attention, to sense other people’s attitudes and communicate with them, 
to build a large vocabulary - all those abilities are harmed”.

Former WA Chief Scientist Professor Beazley offers a solution in that “children 
need to experience nature as much as possible because it is good for their 
growing brains. It allows them to ask all sorts of questions”. Playing in nature 
provides fresh air, social interaction, physical activity and Vitamin D which all 
improve their immune system and mental health. Outdoor games also helps 
develop motor skills, builds self-confidence and allows connection with the 
natural world. Sleep is also often improved.

So, how do we prepare our little ones for their venture to the great outdoors? 
First, take away their phones! Provide plenty of water to keep them hydrated 
and encourage them to drink regularly. Sometimes, depending on the 
exercise, I recommend a homemade electrolyte drink that includes magnesium 
and potassium powder, celtic sea salt and honey. Snacks are essential to keep 
up their energy and help maintain growth and function. Healthier options 
include fresh or dried fruit (not roll-ups or tinned) mixed with nuts and seeds 
as a trail mix, cheese cubes if they are not dairy intolerant, fresh vegetable 
sticks like carrots and celery stuffed with peanut or almond butter, rice cakes 
(not flavoured), naturally dried veggie chips or you can make some great 
energy bars using wholegrains, nuts and fruit, or protein balls. My recipe 
(below) includes nuts, but you can swap for seeds if there is an allergy. 
Children can have fun making them too!

Visit www.medsan.com.au

Words: Cassi Cowlam, Naturopath and Nutritionist 

CASSI’S PROTEIN BALLS
INGREDIENTS
• 2 cups of raw mixed nuts 
• 60g fermented rice protein powder 
• 30g lecithin
• 30g chia seeds
• ½ cup pumpkin seeds
• ½ cup dates
• ½ cup goji berries
• 20g cacao powder
• 1 teaspoon cinnamon powder
• 2-3 tablespoons coconut oil 
• Dessicated coconut

METHOD

In a food processor, blend nuts. When 
moderately chopped, add all other 

ingredients (except coconut oil) 
and blend. Whilst still blending, 
slowly drizzle in coconut oil until 
ingredients start to stick. I also 
add some water at this point. 
Take a tablespoon of mix and 
roll into a ball (it should stick 
together quite well), then roll 
in dessicated coconut and pop 
in fridge. Can also roll in cacao 
powder or sesame seeds etc. 
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BEHAVIOUR 
 SPECIALIST
MULTIDISCIPLINARY CENTRE  

BRISBANE ~ GOLD COAST ~ LISMORE 

Ph: 07 5530 5099  |  www.fabic.com.au

Behaviour Specialist
Psychology 
Speech Pathology
Occupational Therapy
Counselling

Parents, grandparents, aunties, uncles, sisters, 
brothers, children etc often claim their role in 
life by their title. But what if their title was not 
descriptive of their true role, and, what if our 
true role far exceeds any possible title?

Every person has two key roles in life, no matter 
what our title is. We all have exactly the same 
two roles including a ‘forever student of life’ and 
a ‘forever teacher of life’. Life is simply one big 
classroom, full of opportunities to evolve, learn, 
develop and teach new skills at any and every 
given moment.

Everybody has a wide array of developed skills 
and aspects of life they feel equipped to respond 
to, yet every person also has their own under-
developed skills and areas of life yet to be self-
mastered. Where we may differ is that our range 
of skills and the areas of life we have mastered 
(ie. where we are the teacher) or have yet to 
self-master (ie. where we are the student) varies. 

The roles of teacher and student must never be 
defined by age, gender, role, qualifications or 
any title we may or may not have in life. A true 
teacher is simply someone who is slightly more 
developed in one area of life which the willing 
student is choosing to bring their attention to. 
Discerning who is the teacher of life and who 
is the student of life in any given moment is a 
constant and much needed development. 

CLAIMING THE ROLE OF A  
STUDENT OF LIFE

The ability to develop skills to respond to life first 
requires a willing student. When any one person 
claims they are a forever student of life they 
will embrace that they are already perfect just 
for being them; however, they will equally claim 
there is still much that can be mastered in how 
they respond to life and what it presents.

When a student is claimed, the lessons 
will appear and thus the opportunity for 
independence and self-responsibility will be a 
forever unfolding process. A true student never 
holds themselves less than another person and 
knows we are all equal, no matter what skills we 
have or have not yet developed. 

CLAIMING THE ROLE OF A  
TEACHER OF LIFE

In claiming the role of a teacher, a person must 
equally acknowledge and appreciate the aspects 
of life they have already self-mastered or are 

actively developing to self-master. This is  
never done in a comparison or judgment of 
making oneself better than another, rather a 
knowing that we are all equal and have different 
strengths and weaknesses as well as developed 
and under-developed skills. Thus, a true teacher 
holds the student as an absolute equal at all 
times.

The teacher’s role is to facilitate development 
and evolution for the student, but never to 
relieve a person by either doing for them or 
taking away their life lessons. Thus, the role of 
any teacher is to make their role redundant as 
the student becomes self-empowered to learn 
and commit to all aspects of life in full. 

This cycle knows the student will also soon be 
the teacher to a newly presenting student. This 
cycle knows that we are all equal in that we are 
all forever students and forever teachers of this 
place we live - the classroom of life.

Visit www.fabic.com.au

Words: Tanya Curtis

WE OFTEN LIMIT LEARNING TO A 
CLASSROOM, SCHOOL OR LEARNING 
INSTITUTE. BUT WHAT IF EVERY 
MOMENT OF EVERY SINGLE DAY IS 
AN OPPORTUNITY TO TEACH AND 
LEARN? WHAT IF LIFE IS REALLY ONE 
GINORMOUS CLASSROOM?

wellbeing
THE 
CLASSROOM 
OF LIFE
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7pm 30t h March - 1st April
 & 2pm 1st April

Ngahriyah, 
Lindisfarne Anglican Grammar School, 

Mahers Lane, Terranora

Presents

Lindisfarne Anglican Grammar School 

MUSIC BY ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER
LYRICS BY TIM RICE

TM© 1991 The Really Useful Group Limited   
 BY ARRANGEMENT WITH ORiGiN™  

THEATRICAL ONBEHALF OF THE 
REALLY USEFUL GROUP LIMITED

Box Office  
www.trybooking.com

TREBLE CLEFS, HALF-NOTES, QUARTER-
NOTES, FLATS AND SHARPS. DON’T 
DISMISS MUSIC AS JUST MARKS ON A 
PAGE OR BACKGROUND NOISE FROM 
THE RADIO.
It would be hard to come by an adult who, at some 
point in their childhood, was not handed a musical 
instrument and a book of enlarged sheet music and 
‘invited’ (read: required) to join the school band. 
What may be even harder to come by, however, is 
an adult who actually stuck with it. 

The reasons for giving up on learning an 
instrument at school are manifold. Few children 
have the attention spans required for learning 
how to translate dots and dashes into a melody, 
and even fewer parents have the capacity to 
oversee (or ‘overhear’) this process. Even those 
kids whose parents were adamant about dragging 
them along, kicking and screaming to weekly piano 
lessons have since given up, coming away with 
years of piano lessons knowing only ‘Chopsticks’ 
and ‘Mary had a little lamb’. But it turns out we 
should all have been a bit more patient with that 
plastic recorder or hand-me-down clarinet because 
participating in music has tons of benefits – and a 
lot of them will surprise you. 

Brisbane Registered Music Therapist Karen 
Richmond has spent the past 14 years using music 
to help people achieve different goals and improve 
certain skills. She specialises in the field of special 
education and early intervention.   

“I have worked with children with varying 
disabilities aged between 0 – 18, taking class 
groups, playgroups with family members and 
individual private music therapy sessions in schools 
and community environments,” she explains.

Karen’s therapy can be as simple as getting 
participants to sing along to a well-known 
song or move to music, and focuses on them 
interacting with music through games and vocal or 
instrumental improvisation. 

“Music is such a powerful tool,” she says. “It helps 
with maintaining cognitive skills - like memory and 
thought processing - speech skills, physical skills 
and even social skills.” 

The benefits of listening to and participating in 
music range from developing fine motor skills to 
relieving stress, agitation and boredom. It can even 
help to reduce feelings of loneliness and isolation. 

“It’s motivating and all-inclusive,” Karen says. 
“Playing an instrument activates the entire brain 
in ways that no other single activity can, through 

this we can see how early music participation 
can enhance skills of literacy, numeracy, self-
regulation, language and more.”  

It’s little wonder then, that music is used as a 
learning and therapy tool for everyone from 
toddlers to seniors. But when it comes to learning, 
the earlier the better. 

“If we can install the love of music in our 
young, it can only benefit them greatly in their 
development,” she says. 

But if you’re regretting not giving that now-dusty 
old saxophone or violin a second chance, don’t 
despair. 

“It is never too late to develop a love for music and 
let it help your health and wellbeing,” Karen says.

Visit www.groovin.bigcartel.com

Music, the universal language

LET’S MAKE MUSIC

Karen Richmond has 
developed a CD, Let’s 
Make Music, and 
additional resources 
for use in early 
childhood and for 
kids with disabilities. 
Her products develop 
participants’ love for music and 
encourage active and purposeful music 
making to help achieve developmental 
goals including social, academic, 
communication and physical skills. 

p: 02 6680 2028    m: 0429 66 88 45 
e: bountifulbubs@gmail.com        www.bountifulbubs.com 

      Bountiful Bubs

Visit our website for the full range
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15 months to School age.
Before/after School and  
Vacation care available.
Degree Qualified Kindergarten Teachers.
Kindergarten approved program Qualified Educators.
Free bus service - pick up and drop off from home. 
Meals and Nappies supplied.
Music lessons twice a week.
Yoga classes / Physikids / Spanish Lessons.

ENROL NOW  
& receive a FREE  

$50 FUEL VOUCHER  
(conditions apply)

Cubby Care Tarragindi is focused on 
developing your child’s learning through 
enhanced Early Start Programs offered 

FREE to all Children.

ENQUIRE NOW
07 3848 6938
43 Pope Street  
Tarragindi Qld 4121

e: tarragindi@cubbycare.com.au
w: www.cubbycare.com.au
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Hanging in the ’hood
As a kid, I remember local adventures either with the family or the kids in the 
street, off on our bikes or skateboards to the local park or footy ground. It 
was ‘pre’ bike helmets and backpacks filled with sunscreen, mobile devices, 
water bottles and insect repellent. If we were lucky, the kid that had the 
tennis ball and cricket bat was allowed to come with us and if not, someone 
might bring an empty tin can or glass jar so we could catch tadpoles - 
because not even Pokémon existed then. 

Generally, no adult was with us. We knew where we were allowed to go and 
where the boundary was and someone’s (usually mine) older sibling would 
come along to chaperone us and run to the phone booth on the corner 
should there be an emergency – which there never was.

We played until sunset and my mother had a loud dinner bell that she would 
ring when we needed to come home. Life was simple and perhaps a little 
uneventful but we were kids and we were just happy being so.

Weekends meant Sunday outings and that often included a family bike ride 
or short road trip to another local park for a picnic, some cricket or a swim 
and hanging with other local families and kids. Laughter, conversation and 
sausages sizzling are the sounds of my childhood Sundays and as a parent I 
have tried to create these same kinds of memories for my kids. Simple and 
uncomplicated, inexpensive and free of traffic.

How do you spend your family time? And importantly what memories do 
you want your kids to have of their childhood weekends? Exploring your 
local neighbourhood truly is a great way to give kids confidence in their 
surroundings, meet neighbours and members of your community and learn 
about local history, flora, fauna at the same time. 

We are truly blessed by our local weather and our open spaces. Perhaps 
you can walk or drive and park the car, and then walk to explore the local 
surroundings and features. Check social media for neighbourhood groups 
and pages and check in with your local council for information on parks 
and facilities, as well as bikeways, play grounds and picnic barbecue areas. 
Get the kids involved. Open Google Earth and work out what is in walking 
distance – turn it into an orienteering or maths lesson and plan to explore 
within a certain diameter from your home. Check out the Geocache spots 
in your neighbourhood and turn your adventure into a treasure hunt. If you 
have exhausted your neighbourhood, check out the next suburb over. You 
just never know where those hidden pockets of nature and great parks can 
pop up.

HAVEN’S EXPERT COLUMNISTS SHARE THEIR INSIGHTS ON ALL THINGS LIFE AND THE WORLD AROUND US. THE HUB IS WHERE YOU’LL 
FIND SNIPPETS OF RANDOM THOUGHTS AND INSPIRATION, SO PULL UP A CHAIR,  YOUR FAVE BEVERAGE AND GET READING!

hub
The

Fe Taylor  
HEALTH & WELLBEING

www.completetransformation.com.au

Debbie Hogg  
LIFE SKILLS 

www.debbiehogg.com

You’ve got to move it, move it
Being outdoors and moving increases learning, health, motivation, 
communication, memory and overall behaviour. It decreases stress, fear, 
boredom and dependence. So, just do it! With priorities constantly changing, 
pressures to meet deadlines, work and family pressures, life is often a 
tough gig. The children are growing up, there are groups to join, occasional 
meetings for self improvement, work, regular exercise, being a great partner, 
making time for sex, being an awesome parent and a role model. It can be 
extremely difficult to keep the ship balanced. Where do we fit in the time to 
take a breather to chill, soak up the sun or even notice our breathing? 

With this pressure, internal stress is created within our bodies, having a huge 
impact. It can lead to depressive behaviour in the short and/or long term. 
Some will gain weight, we could even lose it. Negative emotions can linger 
which may lead to an increase in drinking, taking prescribed or other drugs, 
all with the intention of numbing the pain and/or hiding temporarily. The 
effects of us being in a pressured or stressed situation will ripple into life, with 
the biggest impact on our loved ones. With the physical impact, our mental 
state is challenged and our thought processes affected. Our thinking might 
cause us to feel out of control and our grounded routines will be challenged. 
Does any of this sound familiar? Does it need to stay this way? No! Is it easily 
changed? This depends on how much we want it to be different. Doing 
something different is change. Dr Wayne Dyer once said, “Change your 
thinking - change your world”. The question to ask is, what do we want? 
When we know what we want it’s easier to set the mast and sail there.

To keep a balanced ship knowing what we want is key. Firstly, when specific 
and clear, the universe, god, source (whatever our description) will be more 
able to set it up. When we are crystal clear, steps can be put in place to 
make it happen, like a navigational map. These work well for many people 
because, as stated by Conrad Hilton, “success seems to be connected to 
action. Successful people keep moving. They make mistakes, but they don’t 
quit”. So how can we keep our thoughts focused? How do we support 
ourselves and our families with the ‘change’? If nothing changes, then 
nothing changes and we will be back to the beginning. Our thoughts regress 
to fuzzy, we feel stagnant and exhausted, we are back on the merry-go-
round and the unwanted behaviours play out as we go around. Success is 
connected to action. Supporting our crystal clear vision process, physical 
movement is required. This allows the energy and juices to flow. Being in the 
great outdoors fully supports our personal development and joy for life. Being 
focused and bringing movement into our life helps set up new neurological 
pathways and behaviours. Happy days!
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You asked, we answer 
Q. My daughter, 8, hates it when she is in the bath 
or shower for too long and her hands get wrinkly. 
She also works herself up for swimming lessons 
because she knows her hands will do the same 
thing there too. But she loves swimming. She 
also has to have her hair completely dried 
- not left wet - before getting dressed. 
She hates the water dripping on her back 
and/or clothes. These seem like odd and 
insignificant things but they are BIG in 
her life. Are these OCD-type tendencies? I 
have no idea what to do.

A. This is a really good example of one of 
those things that is probably nothing, but is 
worth getting checked out anyway. It is most 
likely that this is just one of those odd little 
quirks that you will tell stories about at her 18th 
birthday to try and embarrass her. But it is also 
possible that this may be an OCD-type thing as you 
have said, or even an Autism Spectrum type of disorder. If 
you are worried about it, there is nothing like the peace of mind 
that comes from talking to a child specialist, getting a thorough assessment, 
and being told you are worried about nothing.

 Q. After six months of my kids being too scared to sleep thanks to the 
clown craze, we’ve now moved on to ‘Charlie, Charlie’ - kiddie seances 
learned at after-school care. Any tips on how to explain concepts like this 
to terrified eight year olds? 

A. The amazing thing about anxiety is that it can always find a new way to 
terrorise your child. But the best weapon against ANY anxiety is fact. If you 
are afraid of what’s under the bed, you can hide under the covers in fear 
for hours or you can look under the bed and find out there is nothing to be 
afraid of. The best advice I can give is to give your kids facts. They don’t 
need to know about demons and seances, but they can learn about urban 
legends and how they work. Snopes.com is a great website that debunks 
urban legends, but also gives information about how they form and spread.  
They might be too young to learn about urban legend development, but you 
might be surprised with how interested your kids will get. Word of warning: 
Pre-read the Snopes information yourself first because sometimes it can link 
onto legends that are even scarier than the one you are trying to bust.

One-on-one winners
I got a great piece of advice from an old friend today: Schedule 

one-on-one days with your children. Make time for just 
you and them to explore, create, experience and enjoy 

“things” (it doesn’t matter what that means). 

It could mean you take in a movie, go on the 
Gondola through the Broadwater or try a fun 
new restaurant. You could put a tent up in 
the backyard and pretend you’re on a desert 
island or explore places you loved as a child like 
Timezone or Ripleys Believe it or Not. You could 
draw. You could go to the library and check out 
the new books. You could go on a bush walk 
(even if it’s just through the Botanical Gardens) 

or simply listen to them tell you stories about 
adventures in the playground. Whatever it is, stop 

and just be with your kids, one on one, and build 
memories.

This old friend of mine has four kids and for the decade 
I’ve known him, he also takes time with each child to spend 

quality time together. I think that makes him an amazing dad, 
one who shows each child that they are important and the time they 

spend together is golden. Jealously doesn’t exist, because they all know they 
have some special time coming up with dad. 

When the bustle of work stops and finally the weekend is here, all I want 
to do is share time and cuddles with my boys - the two little ones and the 
big one too. It’s what drives me through the week and keeps me awake in 
meetings. 

We have two divine children, Eli is nine months old and Jaxon is five. Eli is 
growing teeth and learning how to use his legs. Jaxon is in Prep and is a 
sponge, hungry for information. Sometimes I find myself trying to spread 
myself too thin between the two boys, or I sacrifice one for the other. When 
time is so precious, it’s a difficult juggle to be there for both. I find myself 
getting frustrated when Jaxon wants me to build a Minecraft helmet while 
Eli needs some food. Or when Eli needs a nappy change but Jaxon and I are 
in the middle of an awesome book. It’s tough to push Jaxon on a swing and 
hold Eli up at the same time. So I’m going to try the one-on-one days. Head 
out with just one boy for the morning and build some memories together. 
Hold their hands while I still can and listen to their theories on life, whilst 
they will still want to tell me. See the place I call home through their eyes and 
enjoy the simple things together. 

Moyra Major  
RADIO ANNOUNCER/ 
PUBLIC SPEAKING COACH

www.majorconfident.com

Dr Aaron Frost
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST

www.benchmarkpsychology.com.au

The Big Q
THIS MONTH, WE ASK THE HUB EXPERTS WHAT THEIR FAVE  
FAMILY HOLIDAY DESTINATION IS AND WHY?

Locally we love the Gold Coast 
hinterland bushwalks and 
adventuring to find hidden tracks 
and waterfalls. On an international 
level we LOVE Nusa Lembongan 
Island for the weather, the people 
and the snorkelling.

Fe Taylor

Our best fun breakaway or 
holiday is throwing our tent into 
the car and heading out. Totally 
spontaneous, adventurous and 
fun. We talk, experience, live and 
be in the moment! We go with 
the flow. 

Debbie Hogg

A nice resort where 
the kids can entertain 
themselves and my wife 
and I can take turns to 
catch up on a year of 
sleep deprivation.

Dr Aaron Frost

We actually haven’t gone on a family 
holiday as a posse of four just yet, 
but during our most recent summer 
holidays I have to say our favourite 
destination was our pool! Complete 
with inflatable floating bar!! 

Moyra Major
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Designed for travelling tots, little pirates can ride, carry or be towed 
along to save tired feet on the very new Pedro the Pirate Ship by 

Trunki! Hoist your pirate flag, stick on your glittery pirate stickers and 
get ready to ride and explore for hidden treasures!

Shop it! RRP $89.95 
www.limetreekids.com.au 

    limetreekids

Now your child can stretch out and rest (or 
simply relax without their legs dangling) on 

flights with a Plane Pal inflatable travel pillow. 
And you can enjoy having your lap and your 

arms to yourself again!

Shop it! RRP $79.95 
www.planepal.com.au 

    planepal

Share your music in full stereo and not 
just one ear with this cool headphone 

splitter that easily connects via a 
standard audio jack.

Shop it! RRP $17.95 
www.until.com.au 

    suckuk

Customise this colourful world map with love hearts 
where your family live. Whether it’s just one heart in 
Australia or many hearts around the world, this piece 
will make a sentimental talking-point in your home.

Shop it! RRP $29 
www.mysweetprints.com.au 

      mysweetprints

Pedro the  

Pirate Ship by Trunki

Family  
world map

Jack Rabbit
headphone splitter

Loves

 FREE 
Initial 

Consultation

Dr Scott McNab BDSc (Qld), MDSc (Ortho) (Qld), Dento-maxillofacial Radiography (Qld)

ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT
FOR ALL AGES

Plane Pal
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A story of courage, tradition 
& daring Australian spirit.
Join us for a live show with three course dinner and drinks 
commemorating the centenary of the ANZACS and the
heroes of the legendary Australian Light Horse.

outbackspectacular.com.au or call 13 33 86
1610861 AUSTRALIAN OUTBACK SPECTACULAR © 2016 Village Roadshow Theme Parks.
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IN SURFERS PARADISE
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1
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